BOOZE EXPERIENCES

Duration

Hosted Infusion Station

Blind Tasting Game

90 Minutes

45 Minutes

How many
drinks
received

3 to 4

Description

Hosted infusion station
- a selection of our house
infusions displayed in beautiful
decanters featuring the major spirit
categories. The Booze Engineer host will
be able to give guests infusions to
sample and guide them on which
mixers work best with different drinks.
Guests will then be able to finish off their
drink with a selection of house
mixers and garnishes.

Guess the infusion - Guests are asked to
guess the spirit and the ingredients in a
selection of our more ‘out-there’ infusions.
Usually four different infusions are sampled.
Each infusion can be served on it’s own
station. Prize awarded to the individual
guest or team who guess
correctly (or even remotely close!)

Bolting onto an event to bring some hosted
interaction with guests rather than a classic bar.

Experiential events where guests want
interaction. Also opt in / out so can work in the
corner of the room and guests discover as and
when they like. Events with lots of things going on
for entertainment.

Anyone who wants a personal touch, this is
drinks for the masses.

Shy guests or those that do not want to be
engaged with or interupted.

Works best
for...

Not ideal for...

3

The Gin Lab

Tales From The Booze Lab

60 Minutes

60 Minutes

How many
drinks
received

4

2

Description

Make your own infused gin - the Booze
Engineer will take you through the steps
to make your own infused gin at the
Ginspiration table. Why not bring your
own ingredient? You will also be able to
blind taste some of our weird and
wonderful infusions plus sample, compare
and contrast your favourite commercial
gins.

Our Booze Engineers will drop the
knowledge on our very own unique infused
spirits and give you the stories behind
some of the weird and wonderful flavours.
Sessions include an arrival cocktail and an
infusion box with delights from the Booze
Lab for you to explore. There will even be
an opportunity afterwards to check out the
rest of the venue and try more of our
in-house creations.

Works best for...

Lots of participation. Can be
chaotic and fun rather than strictly timed
or well behaved depending on the guests.

Not ideal for...

Large groups as this
requires the whole room to pay
attention for the lecture. Also
requires space to move around and set up.

Duration

GET IN TOUCH TO FIND OUT MORE / 020 3763 7429
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